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Spectroscopic properties of coherently prepared, optically dense atomic media are studied expe
mentally and analyzed theoretically. It is shown that in such media the power broadening of th
resonances can be substantially reduced. A density-dependent spectral narrowing of the electromagn
cally induced transparency (EIT) window and novel, even narrower, resonances superimposed on
EIT line are observed in dense Rb vapor. A nonlinear two-photon spectroscopic technique based
coherent atomic media and combining high resolution with a large signal-to-noise ratio seems feasib
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In conventional methods of resonant spectroscopy, op
cally thin ensembles of atoms or molecules are probed w
lasers of limited intensity [1]. Low intensities are used i
order to avoid power broadening and frequency shifts.
general, as the Rabi frequency of the resonant electrom
netic field exceeds the natural width of the transition und
consideration, the width of the resonance increases, res
ing in a rapid loss of resolution. This effect is especiall
profound when transitions between long-lived states a
considered, in which case the necessity of low-intens
light fields results in an unfavorably low signal-to-nois
ratio [2]. An example of such a resonance is a two-photo
transition in aL-type atomic configuration [3].

In the present Letter we study experimentally and d
scribe theoretically the spectroscopic properties ofdense
ensembles of atoms coherently prepared and probed
strong optical fields. We observe and discuss the na
rowing of power-broadened dark resonances [4,5] asso
ated with electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT
Moreover, when the atomic density becomes sufficient
large, we observe novel, even narrower structures sup
imposed on the EIT line. We find that these resonanc
are due to interference induced by a new field compone
arising from resonantly enhanced coherent Raman scat
ing [6]. We show that, in contrast to simple transmissio
measurements, the characteristics of these novel spec
features are determined by thedispersiveproperties of
the dense phase-coherent medium [7]. In particular, th
width can be orders of magnitude smaller than the usu
power-broadened limit; that is, power broadening can
compensated to a large extent. This makes feasible a n
regime of two-photon spectroscopy, in which high resolu
tion can be achieved with higher intensities and therefo
with lower noise than in conventional methods.

Before proceeding we note that it has already been re
ognized that sometimes it is advantageous to do sp
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troscopy in optically thick samples [8]. As will be seen, the
essential new features of the present system are twofo
the absorption cancellation due to quantum interference [
and the importance of the dispersive and nonlinear optic
properties of a coherently prepared medium. The prese
technique is also related to a coherent anti-Stokes Ram
spectroscopy (CARS) [6]. Our method, however, differ
qualitatively from the latter since in our case it is essentia
to operate near the single photon resonance. As a res
the spectral resolution is determined mostly by the linea
susceptibility rather than thex s3d nonlinearity. We further
note that the advantage of using the dispersion of EIT res
nances for spectroscopic measurements has been poin
out in a recent group delay experiment [9]. Our approac
is conceptually different in that it utilizes a combination of
linear and nonlinear response on cw fields.

The conceptual foundations of the present work ca
be understood by considering a simple 3-levelL system
as shown in Fig. 1(a). A resonant driving field on the
a ! c transition with complex amplitudeE  E0e2ivdt

and Rabi frequencyV  `acE0y2h̄ produces symmetric
Autler-Townes dressed states with a frequency separati

FIG. 1. (a) Simplified 3-level model for EIT.
(b) Experimental setup (schematic). ECDL1 and ECDL2
are extended-cavity diode lasers (probe and driving laser
respectively). PD: photodetector, P: polarizer, MG: microwav
synthesizer, and SA: spectrum analyzer. The Rb cell is insid
magnetic shields.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2959
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of 2V. `ac is the dipole moment of thea ! c transition
and vd the drive-field frequency. Interference of tran
sitions from the ground state to the two dressed sta
causes a reduction of absorption of a probe fieldEp tuned
to the center of theb ! a transition. This is the essence
of dark resonances [4] and EIT [5]. The EIT window i
the single-atom response is power broadened and its s
tral width approaches2V. As we will now demonstrate,
this conclusion is not valid in the case of transmissio
through a thick atomic ensemble [10].

The spectroscopic properties of a dense vapor
coherentL-type Rb atoms were studied in the experime
indicated in Fig. 1(b). Two extended-cavity diode laser
a drive laser and a probe laser, were phase locked w
a frequency offset (v0 ø vHFS  6.83 GHz) determined
by a tunable microwave-frequency synthesizer. Tw
collinear laser beams were passed through a 5 cm lo
cell containing natural Rb, and the transmitted power w
detected by a fast photodetector (PD). Both beams w
of identical circular polarization. The powers of the driv
and probe beams in the cell ranged from 5 to 10 m
and 0.05 to 0.1 mW with spot sizes of 5 and 3 mm
respectively. The frequency of the drive laser was tun
to the center of theS1y2, F  2 ! P1y2, F  2 transition
of the Rb D1 line, while the frequency of the probe
laser was scanned across theS1y2, F  1 ! P1y2, F  2
transition by tuning the synthesizer frequency. In su
a configuration probe and drive fields create aL-type
system [Fig. 1(a)] within the RbD1 manifold.

In the present experiment the signal was recorded
monitoring the amplitude of the time-dependent comp
nent of the detector current at frequencyv0  vp 2 vd

corresponding to the difference frequency between pro
and drive fields. In the case of a dilute medium th
heterodyne signal at the photo detector is proportional
the transmitted probe-field amplitude.

At relatively low values of the atomic density the
observed signal shows the usual absorptive featu
corresponding to EIT [Fig. 2(a)]. When the beat-no
frequency of the lasers matches the resonant freque
of the b ! c transition, the medium becomes transpare
displaying an EIT-type resonance [curvei in Fig. 2(a)]
with a nearly symmetric line shape. The peculiar featu
of this resonance is that its widthdecreaseswith the
atomic density. At higher densities the transparen
window becomes substantially asymmetric. With
this window, additional few kilohertz-wide resonance
[Fig. 2(b)] were clearly resolved. Their characteristic
such as position, width, and amplitude depend on t
strength of the drive field and on the atomic densit
Furthermore their position was found to be very sensiti
to atomic level shifts, induced, for example, by wea
magnetic fields. Under the conditions of dense med
resonances as narrow as 3 kHz were observed with a h
signal-to-noise ratio. For the data presented here,
estimated Rabi frequencies of drive and probe fields w
correspondingly on the order of 10 and 2 MHz.
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FIG. 2. Measured signal as a function of a relative laser de
tuning for various atomic densities. (a) Curvesi –iv correspond
to atomic densitiesN , 6 3 1010, 1 3 1011, 2 3 1011, and
6 3 1011 cm23, respectively. Estimated Rabi frequencies are
10 and 2 MHz for drive and probe. (b) Extra resonances in op
tically dense Rb vapor. Drive-field Rabi frequency is 13 MHz
and atomic density is,1012 cm23. Scan time was a few sec-
onds. The estimated time-of-flight broadening in the probe an
drive beams is,15 and,8 kHz, respectively. There is no ex-
ternal magnetic field. Natural linewidth of the RbD1 line is
5.4 MHz. Doppler broadening is,500 MHz.

The narrowing of the dark resonances with increasin
density has a nature similar to that of Ref. [8] and can eas
ily be understood from anidealized3-level model in which
probe and drive interact solely with the respective transi
tionsa ! b anda ! c. For simplicity let us assume, in
addition, a spatially homogeneous Rabi frequency of th
drive field. The intensity transmission of a monochromatic
probe of wavelengthl through a vapor cell of lengthL is
described byT  exph2x 00kLj. Herek  2pyl andx 00

is the imaginary part of the susceptibilityx , which for the
idealized, homogeneously broadened 3-levelL system and
a weak (Vp , V) field is given by [5]

x  h g0
a

igbc 2 sD 2 Ddd
fgab 1 iDg fgbc 1 isD 2 Dddg 1 V2

, (1)

whereh  3Nl3y4p2, N is the atomic density,D is the
detuning of the probe laser, andDd is the detuning of the
drive laser. g0

a, g00
a are the radiative decay rates as per

Fig. 1(a), andgmn are the decay rates of the respective
coherences.

In the low density limit (hkL ø 1) the spectral fea-
tures of the transmission coincide exactly with those
of x 00. In the high density limit, however, only spec-
tral components which are very close to the center o
the transparency are transmitted. In order to estimat
the effective width of the EIT window, we expandx 00

around the point of maximum transmission [D  s1 2

gbcygabdDd] assuming the usual EIT conditions:V2 ¿

gabgbc, Ddgbc, D
2
dgbcygab, andgab ¿ gbc. The result-

ing transmission spectrum is a Gaussian function of th
detuning. Its characteristic half width

Dvtrans 
V2p

gabg0
a

1p
hkL

(2)

scales inversely with the square root of the density-lengt
product and can become substantially smaller than th
single-atom power-broadened width.
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Let us now turn to the additional resonances. We sho
that these resonances are due to a new field genera
by resonantly enhanced coherent Raman scattering [
Fig. 3(a) and Ref. [11] ] and that they reflect thedisper-
sive properties of the medium. The mechanism of th
process can be understood if we note that the stro
driving field couples the excited state to both groun
state hyperfine levels. The interaction of the drive an
probe fields with the resonant transitions generates
herence between the ground states. In the presence
this coherence, the interaction of the drive with the of
resonant transitionS1y2, F  1 ! P1y2, F  2 leads to a
nonlinear generation of a new fieldEn with frequency
vn  2vd 2 vp. This process is very similar to the re
cently observed frequency conversion in coherent atom
media in Ref. [12]. For a large density-length product, th
output amplitude of the new fieldEn can be of the same
order as that of the probe field,Ep . At the photodetector,
the new field gives rise to an additional component to t
beat note at frequencyv0. Taking this contribution into
account we find that the signal power atv0 in the present
heterodyne detection scheme is given by

S2
sig ~ jEdEp

n 1 Ep
dEpj2. (3)

To understand the nature of the additional resonanc
in particular, their relatively narrow width, let us conside
again the simplified 3-level model discussed before. W
now, however, take the nonresonant couplings and
associated parametric process into account. Let us furt
assume that the probe and “new” field are much weak
than the drive field, and that the drive field (Dd  0) is
undepleted. These assumptions (which will not be us
in the later numerical simulations) allow for a simplified
discussion of the relevant physics. In this case we arr
at the system of equations

2
k

≠

≠z

∑
Ep

Ep
n

∏


∑
a11 a12

a21 a22

∏ ∑
Ep

Ep
n

∏
. (4)

The coefficienta11 is proportional to the linear suscep
tibility of the resonant fieldEp and a22 to that of the
off-resonant fieldEn. The cross-coupling coefficients
a12 and a21 describe the resonantly enhancedx s3d-type
nonlinearity. Under near-resonance conditions and in t
absence of Doppler broadening they are given bya11 

FIG. 3. (a) 3-wave mixing leading to parametric generation
field En within the RbD1 line. (b) Illustration of the difference
between absorption and dispersion spectroscopy based on
in optically dense medium. Solid curve (characteristic wid
DnA) illustrates typical absorption signal, while dashed curv
(width DnD) shows the dispersion signal.
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EIT
th
e

ix ø 2ihg0
asD 2 V2yv0dyV2 2 hg0

agbcyV2, a22 ø
2ihg00

a y2v0, anda12  ap
21 ø 2ihg0

ayv0 3 E2
dyjEdj2.

Solving this linear propagation problem and substituting
the solution into Eq. (3) we find that the beat note at
the photodetector contains an interference term with a
amplitude depending on the probe laser detuning via th
phase shiftDf  x 0kLy2, which modulates the usual
transmission profile and gives rise to extra resonance
Hence the characteristics of the new resonances are det
mined by the dispersive properties of the EIT medium [7].

Since the index of refraction close to the point of
maximum transmission is a linear function of the probe
detuning [7], the phase shift of the transmitted field is
also linear in D. For a large density-length product
the phase shift accumulated over the cell length ca
easily surpass2p already for a very small detuning
from the two-photon resonance. Hence the interferenc
term (,exph2x 00kLy2j sinDf) in the beat note at the
photodetector rapidly oscillates withD as indicated in
Fig. 3(b). We define a characteristic widthDvdis

Dvdis  p
V2

g0
a

1
hkL

, (5)

as the detuning from the line center at which the phas
of a probe laser shifts bypy2. This expression scales
inversely with the density-length product itself instead
of its square root as in Eq. (2). Thus we conclude
that in dense media the width of interferometric fringes
(“dispersive” width Dvdis) can be considerably smaller
than the characteristic width of the EIT transmission
Eq. (2). Because of the parametric generation and th
homodyne detection technique both “absorptive” and
“dispersive” widths are observed in our experiment.

To make a detailed comparison with the experiment we
consider a theoretical model in which the 3-wave mixing
process is included together with Doppler broadening an
the full (hyperfine) level structure of Rb87. The propa-
gation equations for the three fields were solved numeri
cally. The atomic polarization was calculated from the
density matrix equations with a Floquet ansatz. To trun
cate the resulting hierarchy, the beat note frequencyv0 was
assumed to be large compared to the relevant decay rat
and Rabi frequencies. As shown in Fig. 4 the result o
this calculation is in good agreement with the experimen
tal data. In particular, the additional narrow resonance
indeed have a width close to the “dispersive” width in a
dense medium, Eq. (5). Finally, the observation of the ex
tra resonances coincided with the appearance of a new fie
componentEn as was verified by making a beat note be-
tween the output field and an independent laser.

Before concluding we remark on the possible implica-
tions of the compensation of power broadening in dens
media. To this end we estimate the theoretical limit of
this compensation by considering anideal 3-level L-
type medium with a large density-length product, such
that the probe-field intensity is attenuated at line cente
by 1ye. In this case, which corresponds to a maximum
2961
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FIG. 4. Calculated signal [Eq. (3)] as a function of probe
detuning. (a) Curvesi –iv correspond to atomic densities
of the Fig. 3(a). (b) Extra resonances under the conditio
corresponding to those of Fig. 3(b). All parameters correspo
to Fig. 3. Relaxation rate of ground state coherences is tak
to be 15 kHz, and relaxation rate of ground state populatio
is 8 kHz. Signal is normalized such that unity corresponds
undepleted probe and drive fields.

signal-to-noise ratio at the output, the “absorptive” an
“dispersive” widths approach

Dvtrans ! V

r
gbc

gab
, Dvdis ! pgbc , (6)

which implies that underidealizedconditions the effect
of power broadening can be completely compensated in
dispersive measurement [13]. For a realistic experimen
situation this conclusion is certainly too optimistic due t
light shifts from off-resonant levels and/or due to effect
of collisional broadening of the ground state transitio
(e.g., for the maximal laser power used in our experimen
residual power broadening of the resonances beca
observable at about,20 kHz). In general these effects
limit the “useful” laser intensity [14]. We further note
that the particular heterodyne detection scheme used h
yields a rather complicated, asymmetric line shape a
is therefore not ideal for the determination of the atom
line center. It is, however, likely that modification of the
detection scheme [15] can lead to more symmetric lin
shape and therefore to improved precision for the lin
center determination.

In conclusion, we have shown that a spectroscop
technique based on dense ensembles of coherent ato
can be much less sensitive to power broadening, a
thus may combine high resolution with large intensitie
resulting in an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio.
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